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Boundary layer over a blunt body at low incidence 
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This paper investigates the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer over a 
blunt body (a prolate spheroid) a t  low incidence and with reversed flow. Results 
reflecting the general characteristics of such a problem are presented. More 
significant are the features relating to the circumferential flow reversal. Some 
of these features confirm our early hypotheses concerning the existence of a 
reversed region ahead of separation and the role of the zero-cf, line in the general 
context of separation in three dimensions. Other features are unexpected, includ- 
ing the distribution of cfp and the shape of the separation line. Here crs and ctp 
denote, respectively, the circumferential and meridional components of the skin 
friction. 

1. Introduction 
This work is a continuation of two earlier papers (Wang 1974a, b )  and is 

concerned with the three-dimensional laminar boundary layer over a blunt body 
(i.e. a prolate spheroid; see figure 1) at  low incidence with circumferential re- 
versed flow. The two earlier papers dealt with the same problem at high incidence 
and a t  extremely high incidence respectively, but did not touch upon such 
reversed flow. 

In  the usual steady two-dimensional boundary-layer theory, calculation of 
reversed flow has been forbidden because it is against the initial-value idea of 
the governing parabolic system of equations. Although Catherall & Mangler’s 
(1966) work has sometimes been considered an exception t o  this rule, this is not 
the case because they did not follow the usual procedure. 

Investigation of such reversed flow was prompted by the following sequence 
of developments. First, our symmetry-plane boundary-layer study (Wang 
1970) indicated that circumferential flow reversal always occurs before meridional 
flow reversal for an elongated prolate spheroid at incidence. The situation is 
illustrated in figure 2 by points R and S, which signify, respectively, the onset of 
reversal of the circumferential and meridional flows. 

Later, in studying the separation criteria in three dimensions (Wang 1972), 
it was hypothesized that the aforementioned reversal of the circumferential 
flow may or may not signify separation depending on whether or not an envelope 
of the limiting streamlines is formed immediately after such a reversal (figure 2). 
On the basis of this criterion, the circumferential reversed flow at high and 
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FIGURE 1. Prolate spheroid, co-ordinates and notation. 

Closed separation line 

Open separation line 
\ 

FIGURE 2. Separation patterns. (a) Low incidence. ( b )  High incidence. 

extremely high incidences was considered as separated flow; reversed flow at 
low incidence remains part of the boundary-layer flow. Once this low incidence 
flow is accepted as part of the boundary layer, it must be calculated in an initial- 
value manner. 

At first, calculation of such circumferential reversed flow raised conceptual 
questions: can such a problem still be dealt with as an initial-value problem? 
Is it still ‘well posed ’ 1 Lack of a theoretical basis made it quite difficult to arrive 
at  clear answers. 

However, the question of the problem’s being ‘well posed’ has since been 
gradually rationalized by using the concept of the zones of influence and depen- 
dence for three-dimensional boundary layers. So long as this dependence rule 
is satisfied, calculation can be continued regardless of whether or not reversal 
occurs in either the circumferential or meridional component of the flow (but 
not both). This idea is valid because reversal of one component of the flow is 
not the same as reversal of the resultant flow; hence it does not violate the 
initial-value idea. In  fact, the flow direction (parallel to the body surface) 
varies across the three-dimensional boundary layer at  a given point on the body 
surface, thus sweeping out a certain solid angle. A distinctive, single resultant 
flow direction does not exist in this case. The dependence rule, which requires 
the computation mesh to enclose the solid angle, ensures precisely the satis- 
faction of the initial-value concept. 

Confusion regarding the ability to calculate circumferential flow reversal 
arose also in recent years in the related problem of the boundary layer over a 
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spinning supersonic pointed cone. In  that problem, the reversal is caused by 
spinning motion. I n  our present problem, on the other hand, the reversal is self- 
induced. Apart from this difference, the logic of the approach is the same for 
both. Dwyer (1971) and Lin & Rubin (1973) reported that the spinning-cone 
problem could not be treated as an initial-value boundary-layer problem; but 
later Dwyer (1974) reversed this position. Without going into details of this 
problem (see Wang 1975), it suffices for our purpose here to point out that the 
mere fact of such confusion attests to the unconventional nature of our problem. 

In the present work, we describe our method of solution and the calculated 
results. Apart from those providing a general picture of the boundary layer 
over a blunt body of revolution at  low incidence, the most important results are 
those relating to the aforementioned circumferential flow reversal and its 
consequences. Some of the results confirmed our early hypotheses about the 
existence of a reversed region ahead of separation and the role of the zero-cf, 
line in the general context of separation in three dimensions. Other results are 
somewhat unexpected, including the distribution of the meridional skin friction 
inside the reversed region ($ 3.4) and the shape of the separation line ($ 3.5). 

We also proposed earlier (Wang 1972) a separation cycle varying with inci- 
dence: namely, for a not-too-blunt body, the Separation is of a closed or bubble 
type at  low incidence (figure 2), of an open (or free vortex layer) type a t  high 
incidence and of a closed type again at  extremely high incidence. Previous full 
three-dimensional boundary-layer calculations for high and extremely high 
incidence (Wang 1974a, b )  and the present work for low incidence confirm these 
ideas. Recent extensive surface-flow experiments (Zakkay, Miyazawa & Wang 
1974) on blunt cones and a space shuttle orbiter model provide further support 
for these ideas on an open vs. a closed separation. 

The boundary layer over a slender body of revolution at small incidence with 
a circumferential reversed flow was investigated by Nonweiler (1955, 1970). 
The linearized perturbation approach to the boundary-layer equations and the 
inviscid slender-body theory used impose severe limitations on the significance 
of his results. Nevertheless, some comparisons with his cross-plane flow patterns 
are given in $3.3. 

Early investigations on the boundary layer over a spheroid at  small incidence 
were made in the 1950s by several authors (for example, Eichelbrenner & Oudart 
1955; Zatt 1956). Approximate methods such as the integral method, indepen- 
dence principle, e ta ,  were used; however, these studies are now mainly of 
historical interest. 

2. Equations and method of solution 
The governing equations and general methods of solution were outlined earlier 

(Wang 1 9 7 4 ~ ) .  Here we briefly recapitulate the definition of the symbols used 
and then discuss the aspects of the method of solution which specifically apply 
to the low incidence case and the reversed flow involved. 

4-2 
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2.1. Definition of symbols 
Referring to figure 1, a is the incidence angle, ,u and 8 are two surface co-ordinates 
along the meridional and circumferential directions, respectively, and z denotes 
the normal co-ordinate. The metric coefficients for the co-ordinates p and 8 
are hp and h,. e is the eccentricity. a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor 
axes. (u, v, w) are the velocities along the (p, 0, x )  directions; u and v are non- 
dimensionalized with the flow velocity V, at infinity, w with V,/Rg, where 
R (=  V,u/v) is the Reynolds number, and z with a/R*. p is the pressure non- 
dimensionalized with pVg, where p is the density. U and V are the inviscid 
velocities a t  the boundary-layer edge. In  the present case of a prolate spheroid, 
U and V ,  and hence the pressure p ,  are known from an exact inviscid flow 
solution. 

The meridional component of the skin friction is defined by 

with the circumferential component cre defined similarly. The limiting stream- 
lines (also called the skin-friction lines) are determined from 

The meridional component A; of the displacement thickness, based on the u- 
velocity profiles, is defined by 

where q is the total inviscid velocity: 

The circumferential component A$ is defined similarly. 

2.2. Method of solution 
Computation schemes. Our method is an implicit finite-difference method of the 

Crank-Nicolson type and was employed in a body-fixed co-ordinate system. 
Several computation meshes (figure 3) were used to fulfil the conditions regarding 
the zones of influence and dependence for different regions of the body surface. 
For convenience, these meshes are designated as schemes 1, 2, 3, 4(a) and 4(b). 
Scheme I employs a one-step mesh (figure 3a)  applicable to an area where no 
reversal occurs in either surface component of the flow. Schemes 2 , 4  (a )  and 4 ( b )  
(figures 3 b, d and e )  are for cases where the circumferential flow reverses. In all 
schemes, station 4 is to be calculated from known stations 1-3 and 5. The shaded 
area denotes the possible zone of dependence for station 4. The normal direction 
(to the body) is not shown in these figures. Scheme 3 (figure 3c) applies where 
the meridional flow may reverse; it  was not used in the present low incidence 
calculation and is shown here only for reference. It is clear that schemes 2 and 
3 (figures 3 b ,  c) are variations of each other, as are schemes 4(a )  (Krause 1969) 
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FIGURE 3. Computation meshes. (a) Scheme 1. (a) Scheme 2. ( c )  Scheme 3. 

( d )  Scheme 4(a). (e) Scheme 4(b) .  

FIGURE 4. Computational procedure. 

and 4(b) (figures 3 d ,  e) .  Schemes 4(a) and ( b )  cover larger zones of dependence 
than does scheme 2 and hence are preferred. But scheme 2 (figure 3 b )  does not 
require known station@) on the vertical co-ordinate line passing through station 
4, a useful advantage under certain circumstances. Similarly, scheme 3 does not 
require known station(s) on the horizontal co-ordinate line through station 4. 

Computational procedure. At low incidence, the flow profiles near the front 
vertex do not vary significantly, and the more complicated starting procedure 
developed for high incidences (Wang 1974u, b)  was not needed. Instead, the 
boundary-layer calculation was started using the stagnation-region profiles all 
along AC (figure 4), with simple modifications to match the local outer-edge 
velocities. The solution along AB was obtained from a separate symmetry- 
plane boundary-layer calculation. With initial values along AC and AB thus 
obtained, computation proceeded from the windward side towards the lee side 
along succeeding parallels using scheme 1 until circumferential flow reversal 
started. When reversal occurred near a mid-section such as DEP (figure a), 
scheme 1 was used from D to E and scheme 2 from E to F ,  although the whole 
line may be calculated by scheme 4 (a) alone if preferred. Shortly before separa- 
tion, calculation cannot proceed all the way from the windward to the lee side. 
Referring to section GHIJK in figure 4, scheme 1 was used from G to H and 
scheme 2 from H to I. Between I and J ,  no solution was obtained. The upper part 
J K  was calculated downward from K to J ,  using scheme 4 ( b )  with the lee-side 
symmetry-plane boundary-layer solution providing some of the initial values. 

Difference approximation. The difference approximations for schemes I and 3 
have been described before (Wang 1 9 7 4 ~ ) .  Scheme 2 is analogous to scheme 3 
with an interchange of the roles of the two surface co-ordinates. The difference 
equations can readily be written down. The only important modification to 
prior work (Wang 1974a) concerns the calculation of w from the continuity 
equation. 
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FIGURE 5. Difference approximation of w for scheme 2. 

Following Wang (1974a), the derivative awlax for scheme 2 would be replaced 
by 

awlax = (2AzI-l (Wt+1,m,n-wl+1,m,n-l +w1-l,m,n-w1-l,m,n-l), 

which is an average of values at stations 1 and 4. w is calculated a t  station 4, as 
were u and v. A simpler alternative approximation is 

awlax = (Ax)-' (w~,m,n-w~,m,n-l), 

which involves values of w at station 5 only. Thus w is calculated a t  station 5 ,  
though u and v are calculated a t  station 4. (See figure 5.) 

In  our calculations, numerical values of w are an order of magnitude larger 
than those of u and v. The value of w is most sensitive to any fluctuation or 
inaccuracy during the computation and also varies much more (numerically) 
from point to point on the body surface. When the original approximation was 
used, results for w gradually exhibited signs of fluctuation after some distance 
downstream (100 stations), eventually becoming anomalous, and the computation 
broke down. Similar difficulty with w was also found later by Kitchens, Gerber & 
Sedney (1975). I f  more than two stations (e.g. stations 1-4) are used in approxi- 
mating awlax on the assumption that more stations would yield better 
approximation, the situation worsens in that w fluctuates sooner. On the other 
hand, in the alternative approximation, since only values of w a t  a single central 
station 5 are involved, fluctuation due to the differences between the values 
of w at neighbouring stations is eliminated, and the aforementioned difficulty 
does not occur. 

We point out that the same difficulty was experienced in our earlier develop- 
ment of scheme 1 (Wang 1974a). At first, the average over four corner stations 
(figure 3a) was used in calculating w and difficulties similar to those experienced 
with scheme 2 were observed. Then an approximation similar to  the alternative 
one was applied at the central point (figure 3a) to resolve the problem. Conven- 
tional numerical stability analysis is applied to the linearized version of the 
momentum difference equations and therefore does not provide insight into the 
difficulty under discussion, which comes from the continuity equation. Schemes 
4 (a) and (b )  have been developed primarily for the spinning-body problem and 
are described elsewhere (Wang 1975). 

Schemes 2 and 4(u) of the present calculation were tested against an exact 
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similarity solution and against scheme 1, developed earlier, under conditions 
wherein all these schemes are valid. A similarity test of and check on scheme 1 
were reported earlier (Wang 1 9 7 4 ~ ) .  

3. Results and discussion 

The results shown below are for a prolate spheroid having a minor/major axis 
ratio of & at an incidence of 6'. An exact inviscid solution for the present problem 
is available from standard hydrodynamics texts. Figure 6 gives the theoretical 
pressure distribution over the body which, a t  low incidence, is valid for the 
present boundary-layer investigation. The pressure distribution is generally 
favourable; at worst it may be gently adverse on the lee side of the afterbody 
(except near the rear end). The pressure varies very little in the circumferential 
direction. The inviscid circumferential velocity V is an order of magnitude 
smaller than the inviscid meridional velocity U ,  a reflexion of the dominance 
of the latter component of the flow a t  low incidence. The variation of U is small 
in the meridional direction and almost imperceptible in the circumferential 
direction except near the two ends. V is constant for a prolate spheroid along 
the meridians and varies sinusoiddly along the parallels. 

3.1. Inviscid input 

3.2. Boundary-layer proJiles 
Figures 7 (a)-(d) present boundary-layer velocity profiles along circumferential 
sections. Figure 7 (a)  shows that, along p = - 0.5, the u and v profiles both slowly 
grow steeper and thicker from the windward towards the lee side. This pattern 
of variation of the profiles is quite typical for the front of the body. Close to  the 
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FIUURE 7. Velocity profiles. (a) ,u = - 0.5: -, u / U ;  - - -, u/V. 
(b)-(d)  ,U = 0.365. 

mid-section, p = 0,  the v profile begins to  steepen rapidly, so that reversed 
circumferential flow begins near the lee-side symmetry plane. 

Further downstream, over the afterbody, such reversed flow becomes more 
pronounced (figure 7c)  and causes the meridional flow u to vary in a different 
way. This is illustrated in figure 7 (b) .  Along ,LL = 0.365, starting from the wind- 
ward symmetry plane 8 = 0,  the u profile changes very little before entering 
the reversed-flow region around 8 = 100". Once inside the reversed-flow region, 
the u profile steepens much more rapidly between 8 = 100" and 130", this being 
accompanied by a relatively quick decrease in the meridional skin friction (see 
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figure l l b ) .  Above 130°, this trend is reversed and the u profile flattens down 
such that the meridional skin friction increases from 8 = 130" to 6 = 180". 
Thus the reversal of the v profile changes considerably the variation of the u 
profile. Before the reversed flow starts (figure 7 a ) ,  the u profile consistently 
steepens from 8 = 0 to 180". 

A typical w profile over the front of the body is negative (i.e. pointing towards 
the body) over the windward and positive (i.e. pointing away from the body) 
over the lee side. The change from negative to positive takes place at smaller 8 
as p increases. At p = 0.50, for example, this *change occurs between 8 = 80" 
and 90°, starting from the part near the body. Typical w profiles over the after- 
body when the circumferential flow reverses are shownin figure 7 ( d )  forp = 0.365. 
Between 8 = 0 and 20", w is negative. At 8 = 30", w becomes positive near the 
body, but remains negative close to the outer edge. As 8 increases further, w 
becomes entirely positive. Beyond 6 = 140°, the behaviour is opposite to that at  
8 = 30", i.e. w is negative near the body, but remains positive in the outer layer. 

Still further downstream, say a t  p = 0.64, calculation could be continued 
only from 6 = 0 to about 82", where the meridional skin friction vanishes and 
the u profile starts t o  show reversal along with the v profile. When both profiles 
reverse, the problem ceases to be an initial-value boundary-layer problem. 

The upper portion of the calculation alongp = 0.64 was completed by another 
procedure. It started from 6 = 180", proceeding downward, and stopped a t  
0 = l l O o ,  when the meridional skin friction decreased to a vanishingly small 
value, thus leaving the middle portion between 80" and 110" undetermined. 
Profiles from this part of the calculation show the same pattern as in figure 7 (b), 
i.e. the u profile moves down (rather than up) as 6 increases from 110" to 180'. 

3.3. Cross-plane $ow pattern 
The flow direction in a cross-plane (i.e. at  a fixed ,u station or a plane perpendi- 
cular to the major axis) is represented by arrows in figure 8. The direction is 
given by tan-1 (h,w/v) and is presented in 8, z co-ordinates. The solid curves 
drawn therefrom represent the cross-plane streamlines. Along p = 0,365, a 
pattern indicating inflow (i.e. towards the body surface) between 6 = 0 and 30" 
gradually changes into one indicating outflow (i.e. away from the body surface) 
above 30". At the lower right corner of figure 8 a fairly large reversed-flow 
region occurs. 

The cross-plane flow pattern shown in figure 8 may be redrawn around a semi- 
circular cross-section to give a more physical picture. Further reduction of 
similar patterns (with the arrows omitted) results in the sequence shown in 
figures 9 (a)-(e), where the increase in the boundary-layer thickness around the 
body has not been taken into account. Figures 9 (a)  and ( b )  show how, over the 
forebody, an inflow pattern over the whole cross-plane at  p = -0.95 changes 
gradually into a mixed inflow and outflow pattern at p = - 0.60. Figure 9(c) 
(p = 0.11) indicates the onset of the reversed region. The downstream growth 
of the reversed region is shown in figure 9 ( a ) .  Figure 9 ( e )  shows the windward- 
and lee-side boundary layers separated by an opening to signify the uncalculated 
separated-flow region. 
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(a) p=-O.95 (6) p = -0.60 

(c) p=O.ll  (d) p = 0 * 3 6  

(e) p = O - 6  

FIGURE 9. Cross-plane flow pattern. 
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FIGURE 10. Nonweiler’s cross-plane flow patterns. 

Cross-plane flow patterns were also presented (figures 10a-d) by Nonweiler 
(1955, 1970), on the basis of his linearized boundary-layer analysis for a slender 
body of revolution at small incidence. Figure lO(a) indicates that, over the front 
of the body, there is no reversed flow. Further downstream reversal of the cir- 
cumferential flow does appear (figure l o b )  and grows in extent (figures lOc, d) .  

Both agreement anddifferences are noted between our version of the cross-plane 
flow patterns and ENonweiler’s. Over the front, we predict an overwhelmingly 
inflow pattern (figures 9a,  b) .  Nonweiler envisions a completely outflow pattern 
(figure 1Oa). Further downstream, both versions exhibit a circumferential rever- 
sed flow, but Nonweiler pictures a closed vortex pattern (figure l o b ) ,  while 
our results do not reveal the same behaviour (figures 9c, d ) .  This difference 
apparently arises because the z co-ordinate and the w velocity calculated are 
on the stretched boundary-layer scale, while Nonweiler’s sketches might have 
been made with the physical scale in mind. These two scales differ by a factor of 
JR. Still further downstream, Nonweiler’s version indicates that the vortex 
pattern persists and extends around the body (figures lOc, d ) .  Our results 
predict that the windward- and lee-side boundary layer are partitioned by L 
separated flow region (figure 9e). It is not clear whether these differences are 
due to the fact that the body shape considered by Nonweiler is more slender 
than ours. 
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P 
FIGURE 11. (a) Circumferential skin friction c fe .  (b )  Meridional skin friction cfp. 

Prolate spheroid, thickness ratio = $, incidence angle = 6". 

3.4. Skin friction 
Figure 11 (a)  gives the distribution of the circumferential skin friction Cfe over 
the body. Along the meridional direction, cfo slowly decreases from positive 
values over the forebody to negative values over the afterbody. Remember 
that, in the present problem, the inviscid velocity V is constant along meridians, 
hence the meridional variation of cfe is free from any contribution from a corre- 
sponding inviscid flow gradient, i.e. a V p p .  In  the circumferential direction, ere 
increases over the forebody from zero at  0 = 0 to a maximum value in the 
middle and then decreases to zero at  0 = 180°, following the general pattern of 
V ,  which varies as sine. Over the afterbody, cfe becomes negative on the lee 
side. The zero-cfe line, along which cfe vanishes, segregates the reversed-flow 
region from the front regular boundary-layer region. 
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Figure 11 (b)  shows the distribution of the meridional skin friction cfp over 
the body. cfp is an order of magnitude larger than C f e ,  which reflects the domi- 
nance of the meridional component of the flow. Over most of the body, cfp 
gradually decreases along meridians from the front towards the rear and along 
parallels from the windward towards the lee side. This low incidence pattern 
provides an interesting contrast to those presented previously for higher inci- 
dences (Wang 1974a, 6 ) .  The zero-cfe line is superposed in figure 11 (b )  to indicate 
clearly where the reversed-flow region starts. The pattern of the cfp distribution 
inside the reversed region is particularIy interesting because it exhibits the effect 
of circumferential flow reversal upon the meridional flow and because of its 
direct connexion with the separation pattern, to be discussed next. Along 
,u = 0.40 in figure 11 (a), cfp  maintains the trend of a gradual decrease from 
8 = 0 over the windward surface; upon entering the reversed region, the drop 
in cfp is relatively sharper (as C f o  increases negatively) between 0 = 110' and 
120'; from 120" to 180") cfp changes from decreasing to increasing (as cfe in- 
creases from a negative value to zero). Along ,u = 0.50 and 0.6, c becomes zero 
near 8 = loo', and between 100'and 1 lo', no boundary-layer solution was found. 

Inside the reversed region, c fp  has an opposite trend, increasing instead of 
decreasing towards 8 = 180'. This is accompanied by the flattening of the u 
profile discussed before and occurs on the lee side of the afterbody, where an 
adverse pressure distribution prevails. Adverse pressure distributions generally 
tend to steepen a profile rather than flatten it. Apparently this unusual behaviour 
is attributable to the reversal of the circumferential flow. 

The increase in cfp under adverse pressure conditions was f i s t  noticed in our 
previous symmetry-plane boundary-layer calculation (Wang 1970). However, 
it was found only a t  higher incidences, and the increase was in the downstream 
meridional direction, rather than in the circumferential direction noted here. 

f! 

3.5. Limiting flow pattern and separation 
In  figure 12 (a) ,  the arrows indicate the local limiting flow direction determined 
according to (2). The solid lines drawn on the basis of these arrows represent the 
limiting streamlines. The zero-cfe line is again superposed. In  the present, low 
incidence case, the limiting flow does not turn sharply upon crossing the zero- 
C f e  line, hence no envelope of those limiting streamlines is formed immediately 
behind. Although the zero-cfe line can be closely approximated as the separation 
line a t  higher incidences, the same line has little t o  do with separation at low 
incidence. Across the zero-cfe line, the limiting streamlines merely start to bend 
downwards. This proposition was one of the basic conjectures in our earlier 
proposed separation criteria (Wang 1972); it is confirmed now by the full three- 
dimensional calculation. 

The limiting flow is presented in especially great detail inside the reversed 
region up to separation. By virtue of the unexpected behaviour of cfp (i.e. it 
vanishes and presumably becomes negative in the middle along the circumferen- 
tial direction), the resulting shape of the separation line is rather unexpected, 
and is of the closed type according to our classification mentioned in the intro- 
duction. As in previous, higher incidence cases, the separation line is determined 
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FIGURE 12. (a)  Limiting streamlines and separation line. (b )  Comparisons. 
Prolate spheroid, thickness ratio = 5, incidence angle = 6". 

by following the definition of a separation line as an envelope of the limiting 
streamlines. But here the separation line can also closely be identified as the 
zero-c,, line. Since the separation occurs inside the circumferential reversed 
region, the vanishing of cfp would terminate the boundary-layer calculation 
from considerations of both violation of the basic idea of an initial-value problem 
and the computational difficulties experienced. 

The calculated separation line thus obtained differs from the originally 
expected one, which was assumed, purely by intuition, to be a line (see figure 
12b) more or less directly connecting the points of zero meridional skin friction 
on the windward- and lee-side symmetry planes. 

In figure 1 2 ( b )  the limiting streamlines and separation line are superposed 
on the minimum-pressure line and the inviscid surface streamlines. Along the 
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minimum-pressure line, the pressure gradients in both the meridional and cir- 
cumferential direction vanish. Above this line, both gradients are positive and 
adverse. Below this line, both gradients are negative and favourable. Following 
the minimum-pressure line is the zero-cf, line, and then the separation line. 
The distinction between the inviscid streamlines and the limiting streamlines 
is especially drastic in the lee-side reversed region. The inviscid flow points 
upwards; the limiting flow turns downwards. 

3.6. Displacement thicknesses 
Figures 13 ( a )  and (b )  show the displacement thicknesses A$ and A;, based on the 
u and v profiles, respectively. The thickness A: (figure 13a) slowly increases 
from the front towards the rear and from the windward towards the lee side, 
as was expected for the thickness growth in the downstream direction. But 
inside the reversed-flow region, an opposite trend is apparent as A;.* decreases 
(rather than increases) towards the lee-side symmetry plane as a result of the 
flattening of the u profile. Figure 13 (b )  shows that A$ varies along the circum- 
ferential direction from zero at 8 = 0, to a maximum in the middle to zero 
again at B = 180". This result follows from the fact that V varies as sin 0. Along 
the meridional direction V is constant, and A$ increases downstream. Flow 
reversal always leads to rapid growth of the boundary layer (of the corresponding 
component of the flow in the three-dimensional case). This is reflected here in 
the large increase in A; over the right upper corner in figure 13(b). Note that 
A; is five times larger than A:, reflecting again the dominance of meridional 
over circumferential flow. The momentum thicknesses and other details may be 
found in a recent report by Wang (1974~). 

3.7. Repeated calculations 
Because of the exploratory nature of the reversed-flow problem examined here 
and the unexpected results, the calculation over the afterbody has been repeated 
carefully with different mesh schemes (figure 3). Over this area, calculations 
generally required more iterations. The small size of the meridional skin friction 
cfp also contributes to  this difficulty in addition to the flow reversal. 

At first, the one-step scheme 1 was used for calculations along the circumferen- 
tial direction from 8 = 0 to about 10" beyond the zero-cf, line. Scheme 1 then 
becomes invalid according to the rule of the dependence zone, and scheme 2 was 
employed to deal with the reversed flow. 

Later, scheme 4 (a) was developed, and with its advantage of covering a larger 
zone of dependence, was used to repeat the calculation over the afterbody. 
The results agreed with those obtained previously. However, small step sizes 
(A0 = 1" and 0.5") were used for both schemes 2 and 4 to avoid difficulty in 
accounting for the growth of the boundary-layer thickness. 

Still later, scheme 4(a) was used to repeat this part of the calculation with 
additional steps added in the normal (2) direction. This time, however, the com- 
putation was carried out more efficiently, and the small step size was no longer 
required. 

As indicated in $3.2, the upper corner of the reversed region, e.g. along 
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P 
FIGURE 13. Displacement thicknesses. (a)  A:. (b) A:. 

Prolate spheroid, thickness ratio = t, incidence angle = 6' 

,IL = 0.64, was calculated from 0 = 180' downwards, in contrast to all previous 
calculations, which proceeded from 0 = 0 upwards. Such downward calculation 
was also extended over the area previously covered by the upward calculation. 
The agreement of results from such calculations proceeding in two opposing 
directions in the overlapping area provides an additional check. 

4. Conclusions 
The three-dimensional laminar boundary layer over a prolate spheroid with 

b/a = $ at low incidence was calculated. The results display the general charac- 
teristics of a blunt-body boundary layer a-b low incidence, including the domi- 
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nance of meridional flow over circumferential flow. More important are the 
features relating to the circumferential flow reversal: some confirm our early 
hypotheses, some are new. They include the following. 

(i) The reversal of the circumferential flow determines a zero-cf, line which 
does not signify separation. 

(ii) The separation line is further downstream of the zero-cfo line; situated 
between these two lines is the circumferentially reversed flow region. 

(iii) The existence of a circumferentially reversed region ahead of separation 
changes the flow structure as usually conceived: the point of vanishing skin 
friction on the windward symmetry plane is a nodal point and that on the lee- 
ward symmetry plane is a saddle point; the usual concept is just the opposite. 

(iv) The circumferentially reversed flow considered here can be calculated as 
a boundary layer so long as the rule of the zones of influence and dependence is 
obeyed; it is in no way contrary to the basic idea of an initial-value problem. 

(v) The coupling between the reversed circumferential flow and the meridi- 
onal flow leads to an unexpected distribution of cfp  and an unexpected shape 
of the separation line. 
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